
INTELLIGENT 851 

Chapter 851 - 851: 'Master' Fetish 

They were back to Wei Residence. This time,? not everyone was there. Only a few people were at the 

house. 

Grandma Wei frowned as she saw her grandson walked while holding hands together. The scene was 

not very pleasant in her eyes. 

"Grandmother." Long Hui greeted Grandma Wei. 

"Old Mrs Wei." Yu Qi greeted Grandma Wei. 

Hearing the way Yu Qi greeted her made her feel angry. 'This woman does not want to acknowledge me 

as her elder while she is going to marry my grandson.' 

"What are you doing here?" Grandma Wei asked. 

"I just come here following my girlfriend. She wants to take a look at your condition since you have 

fainted the other day." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi slapped Long Hui's shoulder. She gave a warning, telling him not to anger the old woman. 

Otherwise, she would faint again. Long Hui just smiled after getting a hit from his girlfriend. 

"Old Mrs Wei, how is your body?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Better." Grandma Wei answered in one word. 

"May I read your pulse?" Yu Qi asked again. 

Grandma Wei did not answer this time. Assuming that Grandma Wei did not want to do it, Yu Qi was 

about to give up. 

However, all of a sudden, Grandma Wei accepted it. "Do as you wish." 

Both Yu Qi and Long Hui were surprised and looking at each other for a few moments. Yu Qi quickly 

grabbed Grandma Wei's wrist and read the pulse. 

Grandma Wei looked at the girl who looked very serious about taking her pulse. To be honest, she was 

very satisfied with the girl's appearance. She was indeed beautiful, matching his grandson. But her 

background was not good. Even though she adopted into Tang Family, but she was not their blood 

relative. 

"It seems good. You just need to take care of yourself." Yu Qi did not have any unusual in her pulse 

reading. 

Grandma Wei's body had recovered. She had greatly recovered from that attack.? Meaning, she had 

drunk the thing that she had left that night. 

"Oh, cousin in law,? you are here." Wei Ding Ye just returned home,? saw Yu Qi and ran towards her. 

"Ding Ye." Grandma Wei reminded her about her behaviour. 



Wei Ding Ye stopped as she saw Grandma Wei was also together with Yu Qi. She began to walk at a 

normal pace. 

"Grandma, Brother Hui, Cousin in law." This time,? she greeted them in respect. 

"What are you doing here?" Wei Ding Ye asked. 

"We come to see Grandmother." Long Hui said. 

"Oh,? it must be about the previous matter." Wei Ding Ye understood. 

"And also, we will like to invite Wei Family to come to our engagement party." Yu Qi said. 

Hearing about the engagement party,? Grandma Wei frowned. 

"Long Hui, do you really want to marry her?" Grandma Wei asked. 

"Yeah." Long Hui answered firmly. 

"Humph!" Grandma Wei stood up and left. 

"She must be going to call that Chi Yuan and complain to her." Wei Ding Ye rolled her eyes. 

"Since we have already met with grandmother, let's leave." Long Hui said. 

"Hmm..." Yu Qi agreed. There was nothing that she was going to do here. 

..... 

"Rose Night Club?" A questionable look appeared on Yu Qi's face. 

"You went to their branch at Wenya City, right? Here is the branch at Capital City." Long Hui said. 

"It is indeed popular. A lot of people are coming to this club." Yu Qi said. "But with a long line of people, 

when can we enter?" 

From inside the car, she already saw the long line waiting for their turns to enter the nightclub. 

"No need to line up or wait. We are going to enter using the VVIP door." Long Hui said. 

"VVIP door? They have that?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah. But only at this branch. Let's go." Long Hui drove the car inside the underground parking. 

Before they could enter the underground parking, there were two guards controlling the entrance. Long 

Hui brought a purple card and showed it to the guard. 

Seeing the card, the guard stood up straight before greeting him respectfully. 

"Welcome,? Master." The guard shouted sightly higher. 

Long Hui nodded, acknowledging them. 

Yu Qi tilted her head, feeling confused. 'Master?' 



Understanding the confused look on his beloved Qi Qi's face, Long Hui bent down to her right ear and 

whispered something. 

"It is this club's fetish. Their employees would call the customer, 'Master'." Long Hui whispered. 

"Oh." Yu Qi accepted the reason. 

They walked inside. They were heading to a room. Long Hui told her that his friends were already inside 

the room. 

"Your friends?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah. You have seen them during First Brother's wedding." Long Hui explained. 

"Oh, them!" Yu Qi thought about Long Hui's friends. She was just familiar with Ren Qian Yi since she had 

met with him multiple times. "They are here?" 

"Yeah. Lan Guan and Mo Han live here since their HQ offices are there. Mo Li has been travelling 

around. It is coincident that he is here now. As for Qian Yi... He has come here to play." Long Hui told 

her. 

"I see. So, Sister Ming Shu is here too?" Yu Qi asked about Huang Lan Guan's wife, Lin Ming Shu. 

"I don't know. Probably yes, probably no." Long Hui did not know about that. 

Liang Mo Han just called him today and asked him to hang out together. It had been so long since they 

had hanged out together. 

Chapter 852 - 852: Did Not Learn At All 

"Are you sure that Hui is here?" Huang Lan Guan asked Liang Mo Han. 

"Yeah. Fifth Brother had confirmed it." Liang Mo Han pointed to Fang Mo Li. 

Fang Mo Li nodded. 

"So, Yu Qi is here too, right?" Lin Ming Shu asked. 

When she heard that her husband wanted to go to Rose Nightclub, she questioned him, what he wanted 

to do there and who would accompany him. His husband quickly said that Long Hui and Yu Qi were here. 

So, they wanted to hang out together. 

Lin Ming Shu argued, why was he did not invite her too. Her husband told her that he was about to 

invite her too. She apologized to her husband. 

"He comes running here just want to accompany his beloved. Otherwise, do you think he will come 

here?" Ren Qian Yi grabbed a drink.  

"Before this, who thought that our Second Brother would be so loyal to a woman?" Liang Mo Han said. 

"Yeah, I thought he will be alone forever." Ren Qian Yi laughed. 



"When you told me that he got a girlfriend, I thought you are pranking me." Liang Mo Han also laughed 

for a moment before he continued. "I feel it is impossible that he will get a girlfriend since I believe he 

could not perform 'that'. That is why he hates women at the beginning." 

"I believe that too." Ren Qian Yi laughed again. 

Lin Ming Shu sighed. She already knew what was these men talked about. She had seen these pattern 

occurred several times but they seemed did not learn since the previous one. 

"Wait. Why do I feel such intense murderous aura right now?" Ren Qian Yi was feeling goosebumps. 

He looked at Fang Mo Li and Huang Lan Guan in front of them. Their expression was pretty weird right 

now. He gulped as he was thinking about one possibility. 

"First Brother, Fifth Brother, don't tell that Second Brother is standing behind me?" Ren Qian Yi 

trembled as he asked about this. 

"Huh? Don't joke around." Liang Mo Han also stopped laughing. 

"Then, why don't you turn around and see by yourself?" Fang Mo Li said to both of them. 

Liang Mo Han and Ren Qian Yi turned around slowly. They prayed that Long Hui was not standing behind 

them. But God would not be listening to them since Long Hui already stood there and looked down at 

them with murderous eyes. 

"Second Brother, you are here. Come and sit. Oh, sister in law, you are here too." Liang Mo Han quickly 

changed his face, smiling like a fool. 

"Yeah. Second Brother, Sister in law, come. Come. Sit." Ren Qian Yi followed Liang Mo Han's lead. 

"Impossible? I can't perform 'that'?" Long Hui repeated what they had been talking about just now. 

"Yu Qi, come and sit here. Let those men play by themselves." Lin Ming Shu pulled Yu Qi to her side. 

"Sister Ming Shu, First Brother, Fifth Brother." Yu Qi greeted them. 

Fang Mo Li nodded. 

"Come and sit. We can watch them." Huang Lan Guan invited Yu Qi. 

"Second Brother. Violence is bad. Don't use that. If you want to hit someone, hit him. He is a soldier. He 

must be good enduring your strength." Liang Mo Han said. 

"Hey, you! Dare to push all the blame to me. You are the one who said that Second Brother could not 

perform 'that'." Ren Qian Yi shouted to Liang Mo Han. 

"Can't perform 'that'? You can ask Qi Qi to clarify." Long Hui smirked. 

Yu Qi was drinking something just now, coughing after hearing Long Hui said something like that. 

"You!" Yu Qi glared at Long Hui. 

"I guess you can forget your holiday next month." Long Hui said to Liang Mo Han. 



"What?" Liang Mo Han was shocked. 

"Afrika Branch needs some help for a month." Long Hui continued. 

"Oh, no." Liang Mo Han looked very fl.u.s.tered when Long Hui was saying that. 

Ren Qian Yi laughed. He knew that Liang Mo Han would be suffered at Afrika. 

"As for you, triple... No, quadruple your training for a month. I will give the list of training by we return 

to the military compound." It was Ren Qian Yi's turn to receive his punishment. 

"What? Second Brother, I need to do missions when we return." Ren Qian Yi informed. 

"Oh,? really?" Long Hui seemed to think about something. 

"Yeah." Ren Qian Yi hoped that Long Hui would not punish him. 

"Then, you can do before and after the mission. It should be okay." Long Hui smiled. 

"Demon." Ren Qian Yi said. 

"Devil." Liang Mo Han nodded. 

"Oh, it is not bad." Fang Mo Li said. 

Yu Qi was confused when hearing Fang Mo Li saying something like that. "Why?" 

"Since they did not admit into the hospital right away." Huang Lan Guan answered. 

Yu Qi became more confused. "Huh?" 

"Usually, Hui would just beaten them up. They ended up admitted into the hospital since Hui did not 

even hold back." Lin Ming Shu explained. 

"Oh, I see." Yu Qi nodded several times. 

"Hui did not want to beat up them tonight probably because of Yu Qi. He probably did not Yu Qi to see 

how violent he is." Lin Ming Shu made some conclusion. 

Chapter 853 - 853: Hang Out With Long Hui's Friends 

After settling these two men,? Long Hui took a seat beside his beloved Qi Qi. 

"It is okay if you want to drink some alcohol tonight." Long Hui said to Yu Qi when he looked at Yu Qi 

who was staring at the alcohol. 

"Huh?" Yu Qi turned around. 

"Oh, second sister in law is weak to alcohol?" Liang Mo Han asked. 

"Yeah. Probably." Yu Qi admitted. 

"Not probably. It is the truth." Long Hui replied. "Since I am here, you can drink it. I will take care of you 

tonight." 



The meaning was ambiguous. Probably because Long Hui meant it. He was smiling. Yu Qi saw the smile 

and understood it. 

"Second sister in law,? you can drink the one with low alcohol percentage." Liang Mo Han said while 

pushing glass to drink. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi said. 

"So, Wei family already knows about? Yu Qi?" Huang Lan Guan asked. 

He knew that Long Hui came to Capital City to introduce Yu Qi to Wei Family. 

"Yeah." Long Hui nodded. 

"How is their reaction?" Huang Lan Guan asked. 

"As you have thought." Long Hui answered. 

"So, your grandmother does not like her..." Even Huang Lan Guan could predict that. 

"Are you okay, Yu Qi?" Lin Ming Shu asked,? worried about that. 

"I am fine. To be honest, I don't care much about her. I am going to marry Brother Hui. Not her." Yu Qi 

said. 

It was the truth. Not like she was going to marry his grandmother,? nor she was getting married into Wei 

Family. The Wei Family was just relatives, they were not with the surname 'Long'. 

"Yeah. That's right." Liang Mo Han nodded. 

Then, they left that conversation there. In the room, there were a lot of games and facilities that had 

been installed. There were a snooker table, dart throwing, karaoke set, and even video games to enjoy. 

"Since it has been awhile since we have gathered like this, how about we compare our skills again?" Ren 

Qian Yi suggested. 

"That's a good idea." Liang Mo Han agreed. 

Fang Mo Li and Huang Lan Guan looked at each other. Without even talking, they understood their 

thoughts. Both idiots probably wanted to bet with Long Hui. 

"Oh, really?" Long Hui narrowed eyes. "Which game?" 

"Dart throwing." Liang Mo Han suggested. 

Long Hui smirked. "What is the bet?" 

"We want you to cancel our punishment." Liang Mo Han and Ren Qian Yi were synchronized. 

'We knew it.' Fang Mo Li and Huang Lan Guan thought so. n//O𝐕𝖾𝓁𝓫1n 

"Why not? If you lose, it will be two months punishment for the two of you." Long Hui said. Then he 

turned to his beloved Qi Qi. "Can you play in my place?" 

"You want me to play in your place?" Yu Qi tilted her head to the side. 



It was very cute from Long Hui's perspective. "Yeah. My body is not feeling well." 

"Hey, you dare to let her play? You are going to lose." Ling Mo Han smirked. 

Ren Qian Yi was silent at the moment. Well, Yu Qi had probably never tried the games before. He tried 

to convince himself. Not did he knew that Yu Qi was an expert on throwing something at her target. 

After all, she threw needles to her enemy's acupuncture. 

"Okay." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Let's decide the turn by rock, paper, scissors." Ren Qian Yi said. 

So,? the turn was decided. One, Ren Qian Yi. Two,? Liang Mo Han. And lastly,? Yu Qi. 

The rules, they were given five shots to throw. The points would be calculated where the dart was. The 

distance was about 2.5 meters away. 

"Let's begin then." Huang Lan Guan said. 

Ren Qian Yi threw the first dart. It landed on the triple ring. It was not bad since it was near to the outer 

bullseyes. He kept throwing until his last dart. Only one landed on outer bullseyes. 

Fang Mo Li took a picture of Ren Qian Yi's dartboard. They would use it to compare with others to 

determine the winner. 

Liang Mo Han took his turn. One landed to a single ring. Three darts landed on outer bullseyes. And one 

dart landed on inner bullseyes. Liang Mo Han was cheering up. 

"I am going to escape it." Liang Mo Han was talking about the punishment. 

Long Hui was not showing any worried expression at all. He knew that his beloved Qi Qi would not 

disappoint him. 

It was Yu Qi's turn. Yu Qi stood in the position. She was careless while throwing the dart. Everyone could 

see that. She was indeed a beginner. 

"Wow,? amazing, Yu Qi." Lin Ming Shu praised Yu Qi. 

Long Hui smiled. As expected his girlfriend. 

'It is beginner's luck.' Liang Mo Han tried to calm down. 

However, Yu Qi threw two more darts and they landed beside the first dart on the inner bullseyes. It 

crushed Liang Mo Han's hope. 

Then, the scene began even more shocking when Yu Qi's next dart landed straight on the first dart, 

topping each other. It was probably a coincidence as they thought. But their thoughts were destroyed as 

the last dart landed straight on the previous dart. 

Everyone there was dumbfounded. Only Long Hui was smiling at his beloved Qi Qi. 

"Well done. You have won." Long Hui said to Yu Qi. 

"Great." Yu Qi hugged Long Hui. 



Long Hui enjoyed being hugged by his beloved Qi Qi. However, he did not forget those two. 

"I hope you enjoy your two-month punishment." Long Hui said to Liang Mo Han and Ren Qian Yi. 

Chapter 854 - 854: Qin Min Ah Want to Find Her Back-Up 

"Wait,? Second Brother. Only Fourth Brother should be one who undergoes the punishment." Liang Mo 

Han said. 

"Why only me?" Ren Qian Yi argued. 

"You are in the last place." Liang Mo Han pointed. 

"Well, I think Second Brother is right." Fang Mo Li said. 

"Why?" Ren Qian Yi and Liang Mo Han turned to Fang Mo Li. 

"Both of you have lost to Yu Qi, right?" It was a simple explanation that both of them could not deny.  

"Is it really okay?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui. 

"Yeah. Don't worry about that. They will forget it after drinking." Long Hui nodded. 

After a little competition, they sat again and started to drink. As Long Hui said, they only felt down for a 

moment. And now, they were drinking and talking like nothing happened. Yu Qi wondered if that 

punishment would happen or not. 

"Our big boss is here today." 

"You mean the real owner of this nightclub?" 

"Yeah." 

"Where do you hear it?" 

"Just now, I heard our seniors talked." 

"Where is he?" 

"In the VVIP room. There are several guests too. His friends maybe." 

"Do you know the big boss?" 

"Of course not. Only our seniors knew our big boss. But not all seniors." 

"Big boss is very mysterious. However, we do know that he is very powerful." 

"Sigh... I want to be rich too." 

"Not only you. Me too." 

The employees were talking among them. They did not know that their conversation. A woman was 

right beside them. The only thing that separated them was a thin wall. 



'Rose Night Club's owner? This person must be very powerful. If I could get closer to him, it would be 

great. I could use that power to stabilize my place in the entertainment world.' 

That woman was Qin Min Ah, the woman who had troubled Yu Qi. She left for the hospital to check her 

hand with her manager after she felt her hand being broke by Yu Qi. 

But after checking her hand, the doctor clarified that there were not any broken bone which had been 

found. Qin Min Ah was not satisfied. She demanded to recheck it. But even after several rechecks, the 

doctor could not find any broken bone. 

Qin Min Ah still could not believe that. The doctor began to get angry. He told Qin Min Ah and her 

manager to go to another hospital if they still did not believe the result. He was the best orthopaedic 

doctor at that hospital. He was fed up with Qin Min Ah's attitude. 

Her manager apologized to the doctor and pulled Qin Min Ah out of the room. Her manager was feeling 

headaches. She was angry. Qin Min Ah began to be so arrogant. To be honest,? it was good to see when 

someone has taught some lesson to Qin Min Ah. 

So, Qin Min Ah decided to go to the club with some friends. Here she was. 

There was a guard guarding the entrance of the VIP and VVIP rooms. Qin Min Ah smiled. It was easy to 

enter actually. She approached the guard. 

"Hello,? Brother. My friend is in the VIP room. I have just gone out to get something just now." Qin Min 

Ah used all she got to the guard. 

The guard gulped as he saw the big b.r.e.a.s.t of this woman. However,? when he was thinking that this 

woman was connected to someone in the VIP room, he did not want to cause any trouble to himself. 

"Can I enter now? My friend will be angry when I am late." Qin Min Ah begged again. 

The guard was scared to make those men angry, so, he let Qin Min Ah in. 

"Remember to go straight to your room." The guard said. 

"Thank you,? Brother." Qin Min Ah said. 'Humph! Men...' 

After thanking him, she finally could step in. In Rose Night Club, there was only one VVIP room. So, it 

was much easier to find that room. She walked around for about 15 minutes. 

"What is this? Why is this room so difficult to find?" Qin Min Ah sighed. 

Then, someone who had opened it. Qin Min Ah was happy. She was confident that those men would let 

her in soon. But she was surprised to see a familiar face. 

"It's you." Qin Min Ah pointed her finger at someone who had opened that door. She never thought to 

see her here. It was the woman who had hurt her hand the other day. 

The woman looked confused as she did not remember Qin Min Ah. 

"No wonder you are so brave to threaten me. You are a mistress to the rich old man. Such a s.l.u.t." Qin 

Min Ah insulted the woman. She did not remember that she aimed to use the rich man too. 



"How dare to call Yu Qi a s.l.u.t." Another woman came to back up the woman. 

"Humph! Another s.l.u.t. Step aside." Qin Min Ah tried to push these women but they did not move at 

all. She ended up falling onto the ground. 

This situation happened to get the attention of everyone inside the room. Everyone came to take a look. 

Chapter 855 - 855: Apologize Now! 

"What is happening here?" Liang Mo Han asked. His eyes looked down at the woman that sat on the 

ground. 

"Humph! This woman dares to call Yu Qi a s.l.u.t." Lin Ming Shu glared at the woman. 

"What?" Long Hui let his murderous aura out as he hugged his beloved Qi Qi. 

The woman was trembling when she felt that some invisible force strangled her neck. 

"But who is she?" Liang Mo Han asked. 

"She is Qin Min Ah. An artist." Fang Mo Li answered from the back. 

"You know her?" Ren Qian Yi asked. 

The woman was happy that someone finally knew her. She stood up. She looked at Fang Mo Li with 

pitiful eyes. 

Fang Mo Li frowned. "Of course not! I get her information here." He showed his phone. 

Qin Min Ah looked shocked. She could not believe that this group of people did not know about her at 

all. What was the era that they lived? 

"But what is she doing here?" Liang Mo Han asked. He had already told others that all rooms in the VIP 

and VVIP section had been already booked. No one should come here. 

"Whatever, but, you need to apologize to Yu Qi." Lin Ming Shu said. 

Yu Qi looked at the woman. After a few looks,? she finally remembered her. She was the artist that 

insulted Song Su Jin and ended up being taught a lesson by her. 

"Apologize now!" Lin Ming Shu said again. 

Qin Min Ah frowned as she heard another woman demanding her to apologize to that woman. 

However, when she saw the man beside that woman, she felt scared. So, she reluctantly apologized to 

that woman. 

"I... Apologize..." Qin Min Ah felt shamed. n./𝐎)(𝒱-.𝑒(.𝐿..𝐁).I()n 

"Apologize about what? Say it." Lin Ming Shu demanded again. 

Qin Min Ah frowned. But she still did what? Ling Ming Shu asked. "I apologize for calling her a s.l.u.t." 

Once again, she could feel that she was going to die tonight. 

"What are you doing here?" Liang Mo Han questioned Qin Min Ah. 



"I am lost." Qin Min Ah lied. 

"Lost?" Liang Mo Han chuckled. He brought out his phone and called someone. "Come to VVIP room 

right now. And bring the guard who controls the VIP Section right now!" 

Qin Min Ah was scared. She knew that she was wrong. She was trespassing. Once the guard came, the 

truth would come out. She was standing awkwardly outside the room. 

Not long after 15 minutes, the man with a guard came over. Yu Qi assumed that the man who wore the 

suit was the manager of this nightclub. 

"Master, what is the matter?" The man asked Liang Mo Han with a respectful tone. 

'Again, with the 'Master'? This club probably likes Hui say. They have a fetish for calling their customer 

'Master'.' Yu Qi thought. 

However, later, she would know that thought was wrong. 

"How do you do your work, huh?" Liang Mo Han seemed different from the usual attitude that Yu Qi 

saw before. He looked more m.a.t.u.r.e and reliable. 

"This woman has entered this section secretly. Did you guard the entrance of this section?" Liang Mo 

Han asked again. 

The manager looked at the woman who was being pointed by Liang Mo Han. He knew this type of 

woman. He frowned and turned to the guard. 

"Did she pass you at the entrance?" The manager asked the guard. 

"No, I just come back. I had not seen her before. It must be the previous guard." The guard answered 

the question without feeling afraid. That was because he really did not saw this woman passing the VIP 

section entrance during his duty. 

"Who is the guard before you?" The manager asked. 

"It should be Min Guo. He just finished his shift 20 minutes ago." The guard said. 

"Then, he already got off the job by now." The manager said. He began to feel angry with the guard 

named Min Guo. 

"Min Guo usually stayed back first waiting for his girlfriend to finish off her duty and returned together 

with his girlfriend. Right now, he is probably staying in the locker room." The guard explained. 

"Go and call him here quickly. Hurry up." The manager ordered. 

"Yes, sir." The guard nodded and rushed out. 

"By the way, let's go inside and take a seat. You too." Lin Ming Shu said to others and also Qin Min Ah. 

They entered the room. This time, before the time, passed 10 minutes, both the guards had arrived at 

the room. 

"Sir, I have brought Min Guo." The guard said. 



"Okay. You can leave now." The manager said. 

"Sir, why do you call me?" Min Guo asked. 

"Do you see this woman before?" The manager pointed to Qin Min Ah. 

Guo Min took a look at Qin Min Ah. However, he could not take a good look at her since she was looking 

down at the ground. 

"Lift up your face." Liang Mo Han said loudly. 

Qin Min Ah was shocked. She lifted up her face right away. Then Min Guo got a better view of her face. 

"Oh, yes, sir. I see her before. She came to me and telling me that his friends were in the VIP section. So, 

I have let her enter the section." Min Guo answered. 

The manager's face changed. Liang Mo Han's face also changed. 

"Master, I'm sorry that did not let the order known to everyone." The manager admitted his wrong 

quickly. 

Chapter 856 - 856: Blacklist Her 

"You have said that you are lost?" Liang Mo Han questioned Qin Min Ah back. 

Qin Min Ah trembled. She could not find any words to retort back. It was clear that she was the wrong 

one. 

"Fifth Brother, you are saying that she is an artist, right?" Liang Mo Han asked Fang Mo Li. 

"Yeah." Fang Mo Li nodded. 

"Which company?" Liang Mo Han asked again. 

"Qiaosu Entertainment." Fang Mo Li said. 

'Hmm? That is my company.' Yu Qi thought. She did not care much about Qin Min Ah but since Qin Min 

Ah was from her company. She needed to teach Qin Min Ah some lessons. 

"I need to make a phone call. I will step out for a moment." Yu Qi whispered to Long Hui. 

"I will accompany you." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi did not mind. She nodded and let Long Hui did what he wanted. They went out after telling the 

others. 

Yu Qi brought her phone and called out the person in charge of Qiaosu Entertainment, Lang Sun. She did 

not usually call him at all. She gave full authorised power to Lang Sun to control Qiaosu Entertainment. 

After one ringing, the call was answered by Lang Sun. 

"Hello." Yu Qi said. 

Lang Sun was surprised to receive a call from his big boss. Luckily, he had not slept at this moment. 



"Miss Tang?" Lang Sun answered her. 

"I just want to confirm, do we have an artist with the name Qin Min Ah?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Wait a minute." Lang Sun asked for a moment. He needed to check first since he also was not sure 

about that. 

After checking in the system, he did find Qin Min Ah's name. "Miss Tang, we do have an artist with the 

name Qin Min Ah." He replied. 

"I see." Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. 

"What is the matter?" Lang Sun asked. 

"Blacklist her." Yu Qi ordered. 

"Why?" Lang Sun asked again. 

"Just let you know that she has already offended someone whom she should not offend." Yu Qi said. 

She was not as good as an angel to let someone insult her and let her stay in her comfort zone. 

"Okay, Ms Tang. I will issue it tomorrow." Lang Sun nodded. Qin Min Ah would finish. 

"Let others know about this. And pay the damage. No need to worry about money." Yu Qi said. 

"Yes, Miss Tang." After Miss Tang took over the company, they would never need to worry about the 

money. Still, the money would get doubled after the money was spent. 

Yu Qi ended the call. "It's done. Let's go in back." Yu Qi said to Long Hui. 

Long Hui nodded and they were back again into the room. When they entered, the manager was giving 

the lecture to Min Guo. 

"You should check it first before letting someone in." The manager said to the guard. 

"You should be given punishment. I fire..." 

"NO!!!" There were two women that shouted at the same time. 

Everyone looked at them. One was Yu Qi and another one was Lin Ming Shu. n)-O𝐕𝗲𝑙𝔟In 

"Don't fire him. Just give him another punishment." Yu Qi said. 

"Yeah. It is his first time." Lin Ming Shu said. 

This scene could be seen clearly by Yu Qi. 'So, this Rose Night Club is his. Meaning, Mr Black is him. No 

wonder, the attitude of Rose Night Club at Wenya City is like that to me.' 

"Okay, as my sister in laws has wished, two months without salary is your punishment. Do you agree 

with it?" Liang Mo Han asked. 

"Yes, Master. I agree." Min Guo nodded. 



He could survive even without two months salaries since he had some savings. The salary being the 

guard in the Rose Night Club was particularly higher than in other places. If he was fired, it might be very 

difficult for him to find another job that had this kind of salary since he had no qualification for it. He 

was very grateful to the two women. 

"Then, how about this woman?" The manager asked. This time, the topic switched to Qin Min Ah. 

"Blacklist her. Don't let her come ever again." Liang Mo Han said. 

Lin Ming Shu told her when she was outside, Qin Min Ah had been forced to tell them the truth. Qin Min 

Ah told them, she heard about the conversation between two Rose Night Club's employees that their 

boss was here tonight. 

She wanted to know who was the Rose Night Club's owner. So she sneaked into the VIP section. It 

matched Min Guo's story. 

"She must not have come alone in this club tonight. Go and find her friends and ask them to leave. If 

they ask about the reason why they need to leave, tell them to ask her about that." Liang Mo Han gave 

another order. 

"Yes, Master." The manager nodded. 

"Let's go." The manager glared at Qin Min Ah. 

Qin Min Ah slowly stood up and walked away from the room. The manager immediately told them to 

find Qin Min Ah's companions. As Liang Mo Han thought, she was indeed not alone coming to the 

nightclub. 

The guards asked them to leave the premises right now. When someone asked the reason, the guards 

told them to ask Qin Min Ah. They just realized that Qin Min Ah was not there. Then they asked about 

Qin Min Ah's whereabouts. The guards told them that Qin Min Ah had already been thrown out of this 

premises. 

Chapter 857 - 857: Mr Black, Nice To Meet You 

"Sigh... Finally over." Liang Mo Han sat leaning backwards. 

"You are tired?" Lin Ming Shu looked at Liang Mo Han. 

"Of course, I need to wear the mask in front of them. Otherwise, they will not respect me" Liang Mo Han 

said. 

"Mr Black, nice to meet you." Yu Qi smiled. 

Liang Mo Han was stunned. His secret was discovered. 

"He he he... Second sister in law." Liang Mo Han grinned as he was scratching the back of his head. 

"Oh, that is Third Brother's alias name." Fang Mo Li figured it out. 

"You had been a good help back then, thank you very much." Yu Qi did not forget the help that she had 

received back then. 



"Help?" Long Hui narrowed his eyes. 

"Yeah. I went to the nightclub once with my friends from the University. Then, someone came and 

disturbed us. If not because of Third Brother's name, Mr Black, he might not give up." Yu Qi recalled the 

story. 

"Oh, I don't know that." Long Hui said to Yu Qi. 

"Since it had been settled, I forgot about that and did not tell you. I'm sorry." Yu Qi said. 

Long Hui was sulking. Yu Qi leaned closer and whispered to Long Hui. 

"Don't be like this. Otherwise..." Hiding from everyone's view, Yu Qi bit Long Hui's ear. "I will not play 

with you tonight." 

Long Hui widened his eyes. Then, he made an evil smile. 

"Don't forget about what you just say later." Long Hui said to Yu Qi. 

"We have ended up being given the dog food." Ren Qian Yi rolled his eyes. 

"Not me." Huang Lan Guan smirked as he held his wife. 

Ren Qian Yi: "I want to have a girlfriend too." 

Liang Mo Han: "Not everyone can match me. I am such a person." 

Fang Mo Li: "Then, I need to work hard to get closer to her." 

Ren Qian Yi: "What?" 

Liang Mo Han: "Do you already have a person whom you like?" 

Fang Mo Li: "Of course. What do you think I am?" 

Ren Qian Yi: " The badass IT person." 

Liang Mo Han: " An otaku." 

Fang Mo Li rolled his eyes. Well, he could not deny that. He was a hacker and an otaku who loved to 

watch anime and read manga. 

"Are you sure your girl is real?" Liang Mo Han asked. 

"What do you mean by that?" Fang Mo Li was confused. 

"Are you sure the girl you like is a real human,? not a 2D woman?" Liang Mo Han asked again. 

"Of course, it is a real woman. A true human. You idiot." Fang Mo Li said. 

"Tell me. Who is it? Who knows,? I can help." Liang Mo Han winked. 

"No need." Fang Mo Li was rejected. He would do it by himself. He was afraid if he used the middle 

person, that woman would feel that he was not serious. 



As expected Yu Qi ended up being drunk. She drank the drink given by Lin Ming Shu and others. At first,? 

Long Hui wanted to prevent her from drinking but since she was with him, he would let her drank. 

"My Hui is very handsome." Yu Qi said while patting Long Hui's face. 

She was already drunk. So she did not feel shy anymore saying something like that in front of others. 

"Wow, Second Sister in law is very particular about looks." Liang Mo Han said. 

Yu Qi looked at Liang Mo Han for a few moments. Seeing this scene, Long Hui glared at Liang Mo Han. 

"Hmm... I will praise you too. You are indeed a good looking one." After Yu Qi finished the sentence,? 

the intense murderous aura was released from Long Hui toward Liang Mo Han. 

Liang Mo Han trembled. 'I am not doing anything. Don't get angry with me. It is your girlfriend who is 

praising me.' Of course, he could not say something to Long Hui. 

However, the next sentence from Yu Qi erased the anger in Long Hui. "But, no one can snatch my Hui's 

place." She then laughed. 

Long Hui looked at Yu Qi tenderly. 

"Let's return to our hotel, okay?" Long Hui suggested. 

"I will listen to Hui." Yu Qi grinned. 

"I think Qi Qi and I will leave first. We will meet again." Long Hui told his friends. 

"Yu Qi,? let's meet again,? okay." Lin Ming Shu said. 

"Okay,? Sister Ming Shu. I hope I can meet my future nephew or niece very soon." Yu Qi said, still 

grinning. 

"Haha..." Huang Lan Guan laughed. "I will work hard." 

Both Yu Qi and Long Hui left the place. Still using the same path that they had gone through before this. 

The guards who saw him straightened their posture and bowed respectfully to Long Hui. 

Long Hui nodded acknowledging them. At first, Yu Qi did walk correctly. However, 200 from the car, she 

leaned more to Long Hui's body. At certain points, she became lazy to walk. 

"Hui, carry me." Yu Qi whispered. 

"Are you sure?" Long Hui asked. 

"Yeah." Yu Qu had the expectance look. 

"As you wish, my princess." Long Hui lifted up Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi automatically placed her hands behind Long Hui. Long Hui was "princess carry" her. 

"I feel like a princess." Yu Qi said. 

"Of course,? you are my princess." Long Hui smiled. 



"And you are my prince." Yu Qi replied. 

Then her face frowned. Long Hui noticed. 

He quickly asked. "What is it? Do you feel pain or something?" 

"I want you to be your only princess,? understand?" Yu Qi showed an angry face. 

Long Hui laughed. Turned out his beloved Qi Qi was feeling possessive about him. Well,? it was a good 

feeling, though. n./𝐎)(𝒱-.𝑒(.𝐿..𝐁).I()n 

Chapter 858 - 858: As You Wish, My Queen. 

"Are you wake up right now?" 

Yu Qi could hear the voice above her head. She quickly looked up. Her eyes collided with Long Hui's 

eyes. She admitted his eyes looked very alluring right now. 

'Wait, I remember that we were having fun at the nightclub. But right now, we are back to the hotel 

room.' Yu Qi looked around. 

"We are in the hotel room." Long Hui confirmed her guess. 

"How...?" 

"We went back after you have gotten drunk." Long Hui explained. 

"What? I was drunk!!" Yu Qi was shocked. 

"Oh, you don't remember?" Long Hui narrowed his eyes while smiling. 

Seeing the smile on Long Hui, she probably did something unthinkable. She gulped as she wanted to 

escape the bed. 

However, her body had been pulled by Long Hui. She fell back on the bed while her body was being 

hugged by Long Hui from the back. 

"Don't you want to know what has happened after we got back in the hotel room?" Long Hui whispered 

to Yu Qi's ear. 

"I don't remember." Yu Qi said in a docile tone. 

"That's why I will remind you about that." Long Hui kissed her back neck. 

"Hui, I like you...No, I love you." The drunk Yu Qi was hugging Long Hui after arrived at the hotel room. 

"Hui, carry me like before." Yu Qi shook Long Hui's hand like a spoiled brat. 

There were women at the hotel's entrance. When they heard Yu Qi's request, they mocked Yu Qi. 

"Such a shameless woman." 

"She must be a s.l.u.t." 

"Look at that man. He probably hates this kind of woman." 



Long Hui heard that, glared sharply at these women that been talking about his beloved Qi Qi. The 

women were terrified as they saw Long Hui's glare. One of them even fell on the ground. 

After that, ignoring others, Long Hui lifted up his beloved Qi Qi as she requested. Yu Qi was happy being 

carried like that by Long Hui. 

They arrived at the hotel room. Touch the card at the door key,? the door was automatically opened. 

They entered. Long Hui put Yu Qi down slowly on the bed. 

Yu Qi stood up. "I want to take shower." Without feeling shy, she stripped her clothes. A white body 

emerged. 

Long Hui did not realize that his beloved Qi Qi had already thrown away her clothes. So, when he got 

back to Yu Qi,? he was very shocked by what he saw. 

"Hui,? come and take a shower with me." Yu Qi smiled so seductively to Long Hui. 

Long Hui narrowed his eyes. "Are you sure that you want to take the shower with me?" 

"Of course." Yu Qi winked her right eye. 

"As you wish,? my queen." Long Hui followed Yu Qi's lead. 

Yu Qi opened the faucet and the water went down. The water wetting Yu Qi's body. She turned and saw 

Long Hui was in his clothes. 

"Why don't you take off your clothes?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Can I ask for your help?" Long Hui requested. 

"Sure." Yu Qi approached Long Hui and helped him by taking off his clothes. 

While helping Long Hui taking off his clothes, she deliberately touched Long Hui's body. Long Hui's 'little 

brother' reacted to those touches. 

"Oh, it is getting bigger." Yu Qi casually commented when she finished taking off Long Hui's pants. 

"Of course, he just reacts to you." Long Hui smirked. 

"Let's take a shower." Yu Qi pulled Long Hui and went under the shower water. 

Both of them were wet. Long Hui closed the faucet. He took a soap. 

"Let's wash the body." Long Hui smiled. 'It seems my beloved Qi Qi wants to play like this. I will play it 

well.' 

Long Hui put the soap on Yu Qi's back and started to rub her back gently. 

"It is very good to have someone wash your back for you." Yu Qi enjoyed the treatment. 

"Really? Oh, your front also needs to be wash too." Long Hui said. 

As he was saying that, his hand ls had already reached Yu Qi's white mountains. Long Hui was kneading 

them. Since his hand held the soap, it became smoothed when he kneaded them. 



"Ah...." Yu Qi began to m.o.a.n. 

Of course, Long Hui was doing his work. After 'washing' the two white mountains, Long Hui traced down 

to her stomach. He washed through her belly button. 

Yu Qi completely leaned over, against Long Hui on her back. She enjoyed comfortably Long Hui's 

treatment. 

"I think down there needs to be cleaned too. Do you think so too?" Long Hui whispered to Yu Qi's ear. 

To Yu Qi right now, it was a devil's whisper. A sweet devil's whisper. 

"Hmm..." Yu Qi responded weakly. 

"Then, let me clean it too." Long Hui grinned. 

His hand quickly travelled down to Yu Qi's 'private place'. At first,? he just rubbed above that place. 

"Hmm...Ah..." Yu Qi made a sound. 

"What a cute sound you make." Long Hui acclaimed. "How about it? Do you like when I do this?" 

Long Hui spread Yu Qi's 'private place' and touched her 'charm point'. 

Yu Qi was startled. "Ah! Ah... Ah... Hmmm..." 

"I see,? Qi Qi likes it." Long Hui touched,? rubbed and pinched her 'charm point' even more. 

"Yeah,? I like it. Do it more." Yu Qi m.o.a.n.e.d as he requested more. 

"As you wish, my queen." Long Hui was happily playing his beloved Qi Qi's body. 

Chapter 859 - 859: In The Water 

Yu Qi turned her body and faced Long Hui, before bending down on her knees. Her hands grabbed Long 

Hui's 'little brother'. 

"Wow, it is getting bigger." Yu Qi commented without feeling shy. 

"Yours need to be cleaned too. Let me clean it." Yu Qi began to rub it gently. She even cleaned the balls. 

"Hiss..." Long Hui squirmed in the p.l.e.a.s.u.r.e that she gave him. 

Yu Qi chuckled when seeing Long Hui feeling good with her hands. She wanted to level up. However, she 

wanted to tease Long Hui before that. Turning the faucet of the shower, she sprayed the cold water on 

Long Hui's 'little brother'. 

"Oh.... That's cold." Long Hui looked down. 

His beloved Qi Qi was grinning as she was spraying the cold water on his 'little brother'. 

After that, Yu Qi started playing with his 'little brother' once again. She licked the top of it. Even though 

his 'little brother' was already wet with the water but she knew it was not the water which she had 

tasted right now. 



Long Hui's 'little brother' had already produced his own water. Yu Qi licked it several times before 

putting it in her mouth. She gave a b*****b to Long Hui. 

Long Hui obviously started to feel more p.l.e.a.s.u.r.e as he hissed loudly. His hands grabbed his beloved 

Qi Qi's head to help her to take his 'little brother' deeper. 

Yu Qi increased the speed. As she speeded up, Long Hui moved his body to match Yu Qi's speed as well. 

After a half-hour, Long Hui reached his climax. 

"Qi Qi, I am going to c.u.m." Long Hui said. 

"Sure, c.u.m in my mouth." Yu Qi said while she tried to take Long Hui's 'little brother' much deeper. 

"I am c.u.m.m.i.n.g.... I am c.u.m.m.i.n.g." With that,? Long Hui released his c.u.m straight into his 

beloved Qi Qi's mouth. "Ah!!!!" 

Yu Qi let the c.u.m flew out of her mouth. "Not enough." 

She then went to the bathtub and filled it with clean water. Long Hui just watched it. After seeing the 

bathtub already full, she immediately pulled Long Hui to sit in the bathtub. She let Long Hui sat behind 

her. 

She was not sitting still. She moved her body against Long Hui' 'lite brother'. Long Hui's 'little brother' 

became hard again. 

"I want to try to make love in the water. I wonder how it feels to do in the water." Yu Qi smirked. 

She took Long Hui's 'little brother' and put it to her entrance before pushing it inside. Long Hui 

cooperated with her. 

"Ah... I feel your hard d.i.c.k pushing my p.u.s.s.y to open ." Yu Qi said. 

Yu Qi began to move up and down. Long Hui supported her by holding her waist. 

"It feels amazing." Yu Qi kept the speed steady. 

"Yeah. I like it too." Long Hui replied. He kissed Yu Qi back. He made the love bites on her back too. 

"Ah....Ah....Ah..." Yu Qi m.o.a.n.e.d as she began to increase the speed. 

"Qi Qi... Qi Qi... Qi Qi..." Long Hui was enchanting Yu Qi's name. 

However, suddenly, Yu Qi stopped. She brought Long Hui's 'little brother' out from her 'private place'. 

Long Hui was stunned when his beloved Qi Qi suddenly stood up and faced him. 

She put his 'little brother' back into her 'private place'. Turned out she just wanted to face Long Hui. 

"I want to look at your face when you c.u.m." Yu Qi smiled. 

Tonight,? it was her who was dominating Long Hui. She was in the lead for tonight. 

"Sure. You can keep watching me then." Long Hui smiled. He was quite happy that Yu Qi became more 

aggressive in m.a.k.i.n.g. .l.o.v.e with him. However, he knew that it was probably because of the 

alcohol. But once a time,? it would be great to enjoy it. 



Since Long Hui had c.u.mmed once, the time for him to c.u.m again became much longer. Yu Qi had 

already reached the climax several times. 

"Ah!!!!!!" She c.u.mmed again. 

When she c.u.mmed, Long Hui started to move deeper in her 'private place'. 

"Hui... Ah... Ah... Do you like it?" Without resting,? Yu Qi began to move again. 

"Qi Qi... Qi Qi... If can,? I want to be inside you forever." Long Hui replied. His voice became deep. 

"C.u.m inside me,? Hui... Come inside me..." Yu Qi enchanted it. 

"Yeah. I will... I will c.u.m inside you... Qi Qi!!!!!" With that, Long Hui released a dash inside Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi looked down at Long Hui's face as she also c.u.mmed at that moment. 

Both of them were silent for the moment. 

"Do you enjoy it, Hui?" Yu Qi smiled at Long Hui. 

"Yeah. Truly enjoy it." Long Hui nodded. 

"Do you want to do it again?" Yu Qi asked while her finger was drawing circles on Long Hui's c.h.e.s.t. 

Long Hui narrowed his eyes. His beloved Qi Qi ignited the flame again. How could he refuse? 

..... n((O𝓋𝚎𝓵𝐁1n 

Yu Qi became paled as she remembered all of the things that she had done yesterday. 

"Do you remember it?" Long Hui smirked. 

Yu Qi could see the smirk on Long Hui's lips. 

"It is the best." Long Hui commented. "You have become so wild and...." 

Long Hui could not finish his sentence when Yu Qi put her hand on Long Hui's mouth. 

"Stop... Stop... Don't say it anymore. It is so embarrassing." Yu Qi said. 

Long Hui licked Yu Qi's hand. Yu Qi wanted to take her hand back but Long Hui grabbed her hand and 

kissed it. 

"Qi Qi, I will be with you for the rest of my life."Long Hui declared. 

Yu Qi was stunned for a moment and smiled back at Long Hui. 

"Me too." 

Chapter 860 - 860: Danger In The Plane 

Both Yu Qi and Long Hui went to the airport after lunch. According to their plan before, they would 

leave after breakfast. However, since they already woke up late in the morning, they changed the plan. 



Yu Qi still could not look at Long Hui in the eye because she would remember the scene from last night. 

How bold was she to play like that? 

They would not be boarding the normal plane but a private flight. No need to wait for others to board 

the flight. 

"You will not look at me?" Long Hui asked. 

At that time, they were already in the sky. So, they were free to move around. 

"Well..." 

"Well, what?" 

"I am just feeling shy right now." 

Long Hui smiled as he heard the answer from Yu Qi. 

"After all of that?" Long Hui teased. 

"Stop." Yu Qi pouted. 

"Okay... Okay... I will not tease you anymore. But can I hold your hand during this flight?" Long Hui 

requested. 

"Okay." Yu Qi agreed. 

Long Hui without any restrictions, held Yu Qi's hand. Sometimes, he was rubbing her fingers. 

.... 

Bang!!! 

A loud sound could be heard and the plane was shaking. Everyone on the plane was shocked as they 

grabbed on something to hold on to. 

Yu Qi and Long Hui looked at each other with serious expressions. After the shaking had stopped, both 

Yu Qi and Long Hui stood up and went to the c.o.c.kpit area where the pilots were working. 

The crews wanted them to sit on their seats but how could they listen to them right now. 

In the c.o.c.kpit, there were two pilots that currently tried to control the plane. 

"What has happened?" Long Hui asked with a serious tone. 

" One of our engines has exploded suddenly. The cause is still unknown. We still have one engine to use 

but..." The pilot answered. 

"Any other problem?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yes. The fire from the explosion is spreading to other places. It will be dangerous if the other engine 

also catches fire and we have just found that the fuel is also not enough to continue to fly to FINN City." 

The pilot explained. 

"How much longer can the plane hold on?" Long Hui asked. 



"Probably 45 minutes. We need to land quickly. But there is not runaway nearby." The pilot added 

another problem. 

Long Hui was silent as he thought about something. 

"Brother Hui, should I use..." 

"Shhh... Don't." Long Hui put his finger on his lips. 

He knew what Yu Qi wanted to suggest. She probably thought to use her space. But Long Hui would not 

allow it. Her space should be secret that no one should know because the exposure would be dangerous 

to her. 

"Okay." Yu Qi obeyed him. She knew that Long Hui was thinking about her safety. If there was only two 

of them, that was the best solution but right now, they were not alone. 

"Let's do the emergency landing then." Long Hui said. 

"As we say,? there is no runaway around." The second pilot said. 

Long Hui ignored the second pilot. He looked at the first pilot. The first pilot was much older than the 

second pilot. He should have more experience in handling this kind of situation. 

"What do you say?" Long Hui asked the first pilot. 

"You should be suggesting that we should do it on the ocean, right?" The first pilot knew it. 

"Yeah." Long Hui nodded. 

"That is dangerous." The second pilot said. n/-𝓸-)𝒱).𝑬--𝓵--𝐁-/I-(n 

"We can not land when people are around right? It is a good idea since the ocean is nearby." The first 

pilot said. 

"But..." The second pilot wanted to protest again. 

"If you don't want to do it, get lost." Long Hui did not want to reason with him anymore. 

He needed to act quickly. His beloved Qi Qi was on the plane. He would not let her die. 

"What?" The second pilot was furious. 

Long Hui ignored him and looked at the first pilot. "Call the control tower and ask them to inform the 

authorities nearby that we will be doing the emergency landing on the ocean. Ask them to get the 

medical team on standby and the military as well. If they ask on whose orders, tell them, it is Colonel 

Long Hui's order." Long Hui gave the order. 

The first pilot immediately called the control tower and told them about their situation right now. He 

also rallied the order from Long Hui. The control tower was shocked as they heard Long Hui's name. 

They quickly passed the orders.. 



The second pilot was shocked when he heard the name. 'Long Hui. The grandson of Great General Long. 

The youngest Colonel in the history.' He gulped. He did not know this young man was 'that Colonel Long 

Hui'. 

"Sir, I apologize for being disrespectful towards you." The second pilot said. 

"Give me your place." Long Hui said. 

"Huh?" The second pilot was confused. 

"Give me your place, immediately." Long Hui said. This time,? he ordered the second pilot. 

"Yes, sir." The second pilot stood up and gave his seat to Long Hui. 

Long Hui took the place. He turned to Yu Qi and said in a gentle tone. "Qi Qi, return to your seat. Don't 

worry. I will not let you die." 

Yu Qi looked at Long Hui for a moment. "Okay." Yu Qi nodded and returned to her seat. However she 

was worried about Long Hui and wanted to know about the situation in the c.o.c.kpit. 

 


